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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To insert an illumination into

the mouth together with a photographing part and to easily

and safely perform operation in that case.

SOLUTION: Inside an outer frame 7, a mirror, lens part 3,

photographing part composed of a CCD image sensor 5 and

a white LED lamp 9 of low temperature heating property are

provided. The outer frame 7 is composed of a top end part

7a and a main body part 7b, and the top end part 7a is

shaped so as to be easily and safely inserted into the mouth

of a patient. The top end part 7a is equipped with a lens

window 15 and a lamp window 17. When a dentist is to

photograph the inside of the patient's mouth, the top end 7a

of the outer frame 7a is covered while being temporarily

adhered with a transparent film 23, it is sanitarily inserted

into the mouth and the desired place to be photographed is

photographed while making the lens window 15 closer.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A photographing instrument in the mouth characterized by comprising the following.

A photographing part which has CCD series and a lens part.

An outer frame with shape which can be inserted into a patient's mouth while storing said

photographing part.

A low-temperature febrility lighting lamp for illuminating a photographing location attached to

an inside of said outer frame.

Transparent covering which covers said outer frame, and a monitor which reproduces an image

which said photographing part photoed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application]This invention relates to the photographing instrument in the mouth for

dentist to photo the inside of a patient's mouth for diagnosis or a therapy.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]The composition of the final controlling element which has the

conventional photographing part and illumination part in the photographing instrument A in the

mouth is shown in drawing 5 , and a block diagram shows the outline about the photography

composition to drawing 6 .

[0003]In drawing 5 , the grip for photography and 3 1 30 with reference to drawing 6 A CCD
camera head, The remote control part for recording reproduction sections and 37 are remote

control switch parts a fixing screw for 34 to fix a lamp and 33 to a lamp lighting switch, fix it to

a reflector, and for 35 fix the reflector 34 to the grip 30 for photography 32, and 36. The camera

control unit is connected with the CCD camera head 31 in the grip 30 for photography. The

recording reproduction section is connected to the remote control part 36 for recording

reproduction sections, and the remote control switch 37 in the grip 30 for photography.

[0004]In the above-mentioned conventional example, a preview object is illuminated with the

lamp 32, and it is picturized by the CCD camera head 31. When it is hard to picturize the back

side of a patient's gear tooth, etc. directly, it can carry out using the reflector 34. The picture
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which carried out recording playback of this picture by monitor through the camera controller

unit recording reproduction section can be seen. By pushing the remote control switch 37,

recording reproduction operation operates the remote control switch part 36 for recording

playback, and is performed.

[0005]The composition of the final controlling element which has the photographing part and

illumination part in the photographing instrument B in the mouth of everything but the former is

shown in drawing 7 , and a block diagram shows the schematic illustration about the photography

composition to drawing 8 .

[0006]In drawing 7 , it is equipped with the CCD camera head 48 at the tip of the flexible arm 47

extended from the supporting stand 49, supporting to the supporting stand 49 established in the

photographing instrument in this mouth. While being able to change the photographing angles of

a camera easily by flexible operation of a flexible arm, Even if a photographing part is a narrow

place in the mouth, the tip of the flexible arm 47 can be introduced into a photographing part,

and it can be used by moreover fixing the former end of the flexible arm 47 to the supporting

stand 49, being able to fix a camera.

[0007]In drawing 8 , it is electrically connected to the camera control circuit 40 stored by the

supporting stand 49 via the cable 40a inserted in in the flexible arm 47 in the signal sent from

CCD camera 48. And the electrical signal sent from CCD camera 48 is changed into the video

signal 48 in the camera control circuit 40, and this video signal 48 is connected to VTR41 stored

in the odontotherapy unit via the cable which was inserted in in the arm, and which is not

illustrated.

[0008]The picture image data sent from CCD camera 48 is displayed on the display 42 provided

in the upper part of the therapy lighting system 43. When a medical practitioner photos the inside

of a patient's mouth, as have the handle 55 of the lighting system for a therapy, it brings near to

near the inside of the mouth, the inside of the mouth is illuminated and it is shown in drawing 7 ,

he derives CCD camera 48 at the tip of the flexible arm 47 to a photographing part.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]In the conventional photographing instrument A in the

mouth, the path was large and the size of the shape of the photographing part was also short. For

this reason, it was difficult to insert a photographing part into a patient's mouth, or to be unable

to make the affected part or a photographing-purposes part approach, but to photo the

photographing location of choice correctly. Since cannot insert an illumination part and a

photographing part in a separate ****** cage, a photographing part can be inserted for an

illumination part into the mouth at a blip in neither of photographing instruments A and B in the

mouth of the former raised above, but it will separate from a patient's mouth and it will irradiate

with light, The portion used as shadows, such as deficiency of light quantity and the dental back

side, was not able to be picturized directly correctly.

[0010]It is possible to insert a light source into the mouth with a photographing part here. In this

case, since a lens part and a light source approached, it was possible that a lens part is damaged
with the heat which a light source emits. In order to insert a photographing part etc. into the

mouth, there is wrap necessity with covering whose photographing part has been sterilized, and

further, this covering needs to use the thin thing of thickness so that a photographing part etc. can

be inserted in space into the mouth. However, when covering of thin thickness was used, while

the film was deteriorated or damaged with the heat which a light source emits, damaging the

inside of a patient's mouth was able to think.

[001 l]Therefore, an object of this invention is to provide the photographing instrument in the
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mouth which solves such a conventional problem, enables it to insert lighting into the mouth
with a photographing part, and the operation in that case is easy and can be performed safely.

[0012]

[Means for Solving the Problem]This invention is characterized by a photographing instrument

in the mouth comprising the following, in order to illuminate a photographing location attached

to an inside of an outer frame with shape which can be inserted into a patient's mouth, and said

outer frame while storing a photographing part which has CCD series and a lens part, and said

photographing part.

Low-temperature febrility lighting lamp.

Transparent covering which covers said outer frame.

A monitor which reproduces an image which said photographing part photoed.

[0013]

[Function]Therefore, when the outer frame which stores a photographing part in the

photographing instrument in the mouth concerning this invention takes a photograph, it is the

shape which can be inserted into a patient's mouth.

The low-temperature febrility lighting lamp for transparent covering which covers said outer

frame being provided, and illuminating a photography thing inside said outer frame further is

formed.

Therefore, it is possible to insert a photographing part safely easily with lighting into a patient's

mouth.

[0014]

[Example]Drawing 1 is a schematic diagram showing the composition of the photographing

instrument in the mouth concerning one example of this invention. It is the internal schematic

illustration which looked at the photographing part of the photographing instrument in the mouth
shown in drawing 2 at drawing 1 from the direction of P, and drawing 3 is the internal schematic

illustration which similarly looked at drawing 1 from the direction of Q.

[001 5]As shown in drawing L a photographing part consists of the mirror 1 , the lens part 3, and

CCD series 5, and these are stored by the outer frame 7. Two white system LED lamps 9 which

are low-temperature febrility are formed in the outer frame 7, and an angle etc. are adjusted and

it is being fixed to the outer frame so that it may irradiate with a photographing location, as

shown in drawing 2 and drawing 3 . The outer frame 7 is penetrated, a mold is carried out in

accordance with the outer wall of an outer frame, it can connect with a supplied power source

(not shown) via the light volume adjustment knob 1 1 and the main switch 1 3, and the connecting

cord 8 of this white system LED lamp 9 is connected. The supplied power source ofCCD series

5 is also taken via the main switch 13. CCD series 5 is connected to the monitor 21 by the path

cord 19. The image formation of the lens part 3 is made to be carried out to CCD series 5 by the

image lights from a photographing location being reflected by the mirror 1 by combining using

two or more lenses, and passing this lens part 3 exactly.

[0016]The outer frame 7 is made of the tip part 7a and the body part 7b, and the tip part 7a can

be scratched on a hook (not shown), and has come to be able to carry out connection fixation by

inserting in the body part 7b and making it rotate for a while. Length is formed at about 8 cm
with the cylindrical shape in (the diameter of around 10 mm) so that the tip part 7a can be easily

inserted safely into a patient's mouth in the shape of the outer frame 7. The lens window 15 and

the lamp window 1 7 are formed in the tip part 7a. The rear of the body part 7b of the outer frame

7 is made into shape which dentist grasps that and tends to operate. The tip part 7a which stored
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the lens 3 as mentioned above can also choose a lens part from the ability to remove from the

body part 7b in accordance with the photographing location which can be replaced with the tip

part which stores a different lens part, and is considered as hope.

[0017]Next, the actual photography in a patient's mouth is explained. The transparent film 23

whose tip 7a of an outer frame has been sterilized [ of the wrap sake ] is shown in drawing 4 ,

This film 23 is saccate [ of a thin film ], and, as for the inside of that opening periphery 23a,

adhesives are beforehand carried out with **. Dentist is a wrap about the tip 7a of an outer frame

in the state where the outer frame 7 was made to paste temporarily using the opening periphery

23a as the film 23 shows to drawing 1 before photoing the inside of a patient's mouth for

diagnosis or a therapy. It enables it to insert a photographing part sanitarily into a patient's mouth

by this. Also when using the same device as other patients, it is easy to cope with it sanitarily.

[001 8]Dentist considers a power supply as one in this state, holds the other end 7b of an outer

frame, inserts into a patient's mouth, and makes the lens window 15 approach the photographing

location to wish. Under the present circumstances, image lights reflect the mirror 1, pass the lens

part 3, and are condensed by CCD series 5. It is changed to an electric image signal here, and is

inputted into the monitor 21 via the path cord 19, and the image considered as hope projects on

the monitor 21.

[0019]Under the present circumstances, it can project, illuminating the place considered as hope

anywhere in the mouth, since white system LED lamp 9 can be inserted into a patient's mouth

with a photographing part. Unlike a common light source, white system LED lamp 9 from

calorific value of the feature being very low. Even if a photographing part is made to approach
'

and it provides, the lens part 3 is not damaged, and it can insert safely easily, without damaging

the inside of the mouth also to a patient, without degrading a film or making it damaged, even if

it covers and inserts with the transparent sterilized film 23.

[0020]In one example concerning this invention, although a tip part is a cylindrical shape, an

outer frame can store a photographing part, and as long as it is the shape which can be inserted

into a patient's mouth, what kind of shape may be sufficient as it. Although the tip part of the

outer frame was made dismountable, it may form as an integral type. In one example concerning

this invention, although two white system LED lamps were used, as long as it can obtain a light

source suitable for photography, one or three or more may be sufficient. As long as it is a lamp

of low-temperature febrility, it may not be a lamp of a white system.

[0021]In one example concerning this invention, although a thin film like a film as transparent

covering which covers an outer frame is put when using a photographing instrument, and it was

made to paste it up temporarily, as long as it is dismountable, it may attach so that an outer frame

may be covered beforehand.

[0022]

[Effect of the InventionJThe outer frame which stores a photographing part in the photographing

instrument in the mouth concerning this invention is the shape which can be inserted into a

patient's mouth when taking a photograph, Since the low-temperature febrility lighting lamp for

transparent covering which covers said outer frame being provided, and illuminating a

photography thing inside said outer frame further is formed, it is possible to insert a

photographing part safely easily with lighting into a patient's mouth.

[0023]Therefore, it can project, illuminating the place considered as hope anywhere in the mouth,

since a photographing part can be inserted into a patient's mouth with a lighting lamp. A white

system LED lamp from calorific value being very low in a general light source and thing. Even if

a photographing part is made to approach and it provides, a lens part is not damaged, and it can
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insert safely easily, without damaging the inside of the mouth also to a patient, without

degrading a film or making it damaged, even if it covers and inserts with a transparent sterilized

film.

[Translation done.]
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